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WHAT LIES BENEATH

Wireless charging is the EV future, say its 

supporters. Will it ever become a reality?

COACH JOURNEY

Why aren’t buses making the transition 

from old diesel motors to clean new hybrids?
How Elon Musk and other tech giants are

revolutionizing the electric vehicle movement

electric &
 hybrid vehicle technology international 

TESLA TAKEOVER
TESLA TAKEOVER

RAGING ELECTRIC BULL

Boasting 910ps, Lamborghini’s fi rst-ever 

plug-in hybrid does not lack brute power

July 2015

STOCKHOLM SYNDROMESupercar maker Koenigsegg has created its 

first hybrid – and it’s very, very powerful

CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’Elon Musk’s chief engineer, Chris Porritt, on 

swapping Aston Martin for Tesla Motors

TALKING HEADSLeading industry experts predict what  

will be powering cars in 20 years’ time

HURDLES THAT WILL 
DECIDE THE EV’S FATE
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RANGE FINDERWill lithium really put EVs in the  

same league as IC engine cars?

AUTONOMOUS JOURNEYThe technology is here, so when will  
we see driverless EVs out on the road? 

As powertrains go from mechanical  
to electric, should the industry be  

worried about cybersecurity?

HACKED
LIQUID ASSET It might only be a development mule,  

but BMW’s hydrogen i8 promises a lot
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ICON REBORNIt’s taken eight years and the program has been rebooted countless times, but the NSX is back  – and it’s a plug-in  hybrid tour de force
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Like the IC motor, the battery is also all-new, with modified 

chemistry and modified cell architecture. The original Volt has 

three cells in parallel and 96 in series; the new one gets two 

cells in parallel and 96 in series, but also more capacity. 

“The pouch cells are larger but remain safe,” assures Nitz. 

“They’re in a simpler configuration and where the current Volt 

has 17.1kWh, the 2016 model has 18.4kWh. We worked closely 

with LG Chem on the cell chemistry to improve them over  

the current Volt. They have lower DC resistance so they also 

have higher power. Despite there only being two in parallel,  

we can deliver 120kW instead of 110kW. The pack is about 

9.5kg lighter than the prior battery, too.”

Keeping cool

As part of the extensive engineering changes between Volt 

gen-one and gen-two, the battery cooling system has been 

simplified and improved. The previous three cooling loops  

have been reduced to two. A cooling loop that also went to  

the atmosphere has been combined with the chiller. 

“We can cool or heat the new battery to keep it at living 

temperatures. We found that this is a huge advantage because 

our batteries are living,” Nitz stresses, before taking a swipe at 

rivals such as the Nissan Leaf. “Our customers are seeing range 

after three years in the field that is about the same as when the 

battery was new. That tells us that, compared with competitors 

who in our opinion didn’t put adequate cooling in their battery 

pack, cooling is critical to battery life in the real world, not just 

in the laboratory. Putting this level of sophistication into the 

cooling is worth it.”

Most of that high-level R&D takes place in GM’s battery 

test labs, which Nitz describes as now running “like a well-

oiled machine”. And there’s no getting away from the fact that 

the development of the second-generation Volt battery has 

benefited enormously from the usage data collected from Volt 

owners over the past four years, he says.

“Over many, many years we have created test cycles 

for engines and transmissions, cycles that we know have 

correlated back to customer use. We didn’t have that for the 

[first] Volt so we originally created 22 different [usage] test 

cycles. We’ve narrowed it down to 11 customer cases that we 

test now. With the gen-one car we were able to use OnStar data 

to validate how customers really use the car. 

“There has to be a correlation of what happens on the road in 

order for the lab to be meaningful,” the GM engineering director 

explains. “The big thing we’ve learned is correlation – we know 

the test profiles that we now run in our battery lab will deliver a 

battery that will last the life of the car, not just for one customer 

in one condition, but many customers in many conditions. We 

1. The second-generation Chevrolet Volt 

showcases a sleeker and sportier design 

that offers 80km (50 miles) of e-range

2. The all-new Voltec drive unit and 

1.5-liter four-cylinder engine for extended 

range operation was designed to be more 

efficient and provide increased acceleration

3. The Voltec unit is 45kg lighter and 12% 

more efficient than the previous system

4. The new battery pack maintains its 

signature t-shape configuration but uses 

nearly 100 fewer cells than previously

5. The Volt’s propulsion system is made up 

of the battery, drive unit, range extending 

engine and additional electronic controls

6. Engineers designed the electric motors 

to use less rare earth materials. One motor 

doesn’t use any rare earth type magnets
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RANGE FINDERS

Just how much is enough range? And when 

does range anxiety melt away? Both are 

crucial questions for OEMs in the EV arena, 

and is certainly one that GM has pondered 

long and hard.

“A number of technical studies have been 

done around what number eliminates range 

anxiety in a daily commute,” states Nitz. “It’s 

larger than the rationally priced EVs on the 

market today: at 80-100 miles [128-160km] 

of range, you still have to think too hard. 

Most of the studies come out in the upper 

100s of miles – short of 200 miles [321km] 

– for customers in every market to not have 

to worry about range. Because in a colder 

climate, like New England or Michigan, where 

you’re going to use some battery power 

to make heat, you won’t get the full range 

delivered in vehicle miles [kilometers] driven. 

“Then there’s a psychological factor too – 

200 miles [as offered by the Bolt Concept] is 

a nice round number. It’s a game-changing 

number to have for a long-range battery-

electric car that’s priced for the masses, 

not for the few. We think the appeal at 

US$30,000, net of tax credits, is really the 

place it has to be. It’s a concept, but we think 

that’s the kind of BEV that we would need to 

do to satisfy markets around the world.”

However, for Andrew Farah, the Volt’s 

vehicle chief engineer, range and range 

anxiety are two issues that are far more 

personal. “It’s about your personal drive 

cycle so it’s hard to make broad judgements. 

So, 80% of the trips our current Volt owners 

take are all-electric. That’s a bigger number 

than people might expect. When we make 

the battery bigger [in the new car], we’ll 

be up to 90% in some places. That tells us 

we’re nearing the top for an EREV in terms of 

battery capacity, so perhaps the next step in 

EV-ness is something like the Bolt.” 

BOLT FROM THE BLUE

The Volt wasn’t the only surprise GM had up its sleeve at the Detroit Motor Show earlier 

this year. Shortly after unveiling the second-generation range extender, Chevrolet 

surprised showgoers and media alike further by revealing the Bolt Concept, a 321km 

(200 mile) range BEV concept with production intent. And for Larry Nitz, there are 

important similarities to be drawn between the powertrain in the Bolt Concept and 

the one in GM’s current production EV, the Spark.

“That has a single motor that was designed by GM and built in our powertrain 

factory in Baltimore, Maryland, with a simple, fixed gear-ratio reduction to drive the 

wheels. It’s a similar type of configuration in the Bolt Concept.”

The Bolt has an advanced lithium-ion battery – supplier as yet unknown – but in a 

flatter pack arrangement than the Volt. It is located within a sandwich floor in the style 

of the original Mercedes A-Class; Nitz describes the car as a CUV and as such it requires 

a flat cabin floor.

“As a long-range battery-electric car, the Bolt Concept has its own circumstances 

around the utility of the battery,” he adds. “Each cell is used a little less because it has 

a lot of energy, so the cooling is optimized for the utilization that we have.”

“We worked closely with LG Chem on the cell 

chemistry to improve them over the current Volt” 

Larry Nitz, executive director, hybrid and electric powertrain engineering, General Motors

think it covers all rational usages of the car. We’re 

very excited about that and it’s still something that 

very few OEMs have today.”

Data is uploaded automatically from customers 

with active OnStar accounts. A second level of 

data is gathered from customers who agree to be 

part of an anonymous survey – essentially around 

two-thirds of current Volt users. 

Nitz is also proud of what he describes as a 

“very bold change” to the 2016 Volt’s all-new 

electric drive. “It still has two motors, but they are 

substantially smaller. The overall electric drive – 

motors, gearing, inverter, electronics and cables 

– is 45kg lighter. The motors have about 75-80% 

reduced rare earth content; one has no rare earth 

content – it’s still a permanent magnet motor, but 

it’s a ferrite magnet not a neodymium iron boron 

magnet. So the electric drive is up to 12% more 

efficient and it has more torque and power.”

That is manifested in a 19% improvement in 

electric acceleration from 0-48km/h (0-30mph) 

in 2.6 seconds, and a 7% improvement from 0-96km/h  

(0-60mph), which translates to 8.4 seconds in the real world.  

Both motors operate together in more driving scenarios, in  

both EV and extended-range operation.

The changes have also had a positive effect on both the cost 

and sustainability of the components and subsystems. Nitz 

adds that the motors were designed in-house and are subject to 

a make-and-buy strategy, but won’t disclose external suppliers 

used. The electric drive unit will be made in Warren, Michigan, 

and the local sourcing doesn’t stop there – the new Volt has 

20% higher North American content than its predecessor, at 

70%, with reductions in the associated logistics costs. The 

inverter/electronics, for example, are now US-built, whereas 

parts were previously sourced from Japan and Mexico. The 

battery cells are made in Holland, Michigan, and the pack 

assembled in Brownstown, Detroit. The Volt itself will continue 

to be made elsewhere in the city at the Hamtramck plant.

The powertrain changes combine to extend the Volt’s 

electric-only range from 61km (31 miles) to 80km (50 miles)  

– a direct response to current Volt owners’ number one request. 

Total driving range is up to around 675km (420 miles). 
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WHAT’S NEW? GM VOLT AND VOLTEC POWERTRAIN
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